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SINGABOUT TURNS 60
60 years ago, the Bush Music :
Club published the first issue of
Singabout, the cover of which is
reproduced here.
It included the words and music
to songs sung at the Singabout
nights as well as general news
about what was happening.
On the next two pages are a
sample of that first issue, while
our final page this issue is the
winning entry from this year’s
Parody Competition - a fitting
modern addition to the singer’s
repertoire!
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Hello Malcolm Turnbull by Steve Wilson
Winner Dengate parody competition 2016
Chorus
Hello Malcolm Turnbull, you’ve made poor Tony cry,
Hello Malcolm Turnbull you’re the apple of your eye.
You’re a decently conceited coot, there’s no one can deny a
Fella who knows everything, all hail the new messiah.
( so omniscient
)
1.
Hello Malcolm Turnbull, revenge is sweet it’s true,
And you just did to Tony what Tony did to you.
In the politics of politics where PM’s get the sack
Tony and his mates are crook so watch your bloody back
2.
Hello Malcolm Turnbull with your awesome intellect,
Your arrogance is legend, no ego circumspect.
It must be very difficult to follow social rules.
To smile and suffer gladly when the rest of us are fools.
3.
Hello Malcolm Turnbull, you sure have lots of dough.
A model inspiration for all to have a go.
Until that day arrives when all are millionaires,
It surely must be your turn to shout us all some beers.
4.
Hello Malcolm Turnbull with your visionary flair,
Techno innovation will advance Australia fair.
So get those boffins working, every son and daughter.
Perhaps they’ll even find a way that you may walk on water.
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